Taber and Sagen Implicated in the Stockton Kidnapping

By THE RENEGADE RIP

"Rush. It is the hour of midnight. Why do I find you here at the time this man Wilson is plotting minor, arguable impurities against us detectives?"

Howard Anderson raised his heavy head and saw, within a bright circle of ever changing colors something resembling the face of James Vizard, official collegiate detective, whose assistant he was.

"Come, Anderson. McDaniels has been operating his curved light ray integrator and has spotted a distant work about. We must get along."

So saying, Vizard pursued his silent gliding way to his headquarters in the basement of Garrett and Blacker's, dragging Anderson behind him, muttering between his lips of mingled anger and foolishness.

McDaniels was there, operating a bewildering collection of pencils, color discs, goblins, pigs, excuses, absences, slips and lecture notes, all of which somehow, functioning in his curved light ray integrator, enabled him to watch the movements of suspected people, even though they didn't know what they were doing themselves.

"It can't seem to evaluate Stockton, Vizard."

McDaniels reported. "These villains, however they are, have perfected a machine that differentiates my greatest curved light waves faster than I can integrate them and prevents a proper focusing and evaluation.

"Only two men in the country could do such a piece of high quality dastardliness," muttered Vizard between his teeth. "McDaniels. I have found the villains that we must fight. Alone, they would be vulnerable, but in combination they are practically invincible. Taber and Sagen are the spiderweb we must struggle with. Are you game?"

McDaniels blushed but his eyes brightened at the prospect of a conflict. "Our enemies may be psychotics to some people but they're only a pain in the neck to me."

Anderson slowly weighing strength and declared, "Coward me in, too."

Vizard, a look of compassion on his face, walked over to the wretched victim of circumstances and sealed to him, "You. You can't even count one. He then calmly kicked his of to the side (see Page 3).

Editor: "I'm getting tired. Think up something to put in this space yourself."

Editor: "You're not tired. You're just lazy. Hurry up and give me something to set.

First Photos of JAYSEE Debate With Taft

The debate with Taft on Thursday, March 21, are now things of the past, but the decisions and the debates proper will be remembered for weeks yet to come.

The statement: "Resolved: The argument of temporary insanity, in defense of crimes should not be abolished by law," was upheld by the affirmative speakers. Georgia Starbuck and Phil Healy at Bakersfield.

The negative speakers, James Vizard and John Thayer, together with Mr. Tallman and Robert Davis went to Taft to meet the affirmative Tallatins. In both cases Bakersfield was victorious.

Here in our auditorium, the debate was judged by a single judge, Frank Peat of the Santa Barbara State English department. In his opinion, Phil Healy was the most effective speaker, the second best being a Hamby of Taft. Georgia Starbuck came third and last speaker from Taft, Mr. Kiderwell, gave the least effective speech.

Practically the entire debate was unique in view of the fact that no real question was presented. It was chiefly a declaration of terms, and, after hearing the debate in Bakersfield we shall say that from now on we prefer that type. If the speakers can always get the audience as excited as these debaters did.

With Georgia's speech came drama, and with Bill's came hard facts. The Tallatins had some arguments, not vehemently inexpressible, but descriptive speech should be abolished by law, and in the fact that they made the statement again and again that... Having proved this statement, the judges decided, as with the NEAT-TIVE! Bakersfield came through with both clout.

In Taft there was evidently a debate before the debate proper. Taft had fully intended to include an alterative in the columns of the newspaper.

John Thayer calmly arose and made the statement that should the Tallatins desire to debate that question, they should arrange for a future contest than the question at hand was the argument of temporary insanity, not the jury system.

Bakersfield Debate Speakers Rank Well Up As Judges Place Them High in Effectiveness

John badly to get back in your shop and stop your jawing. If you can't think of anything, leave the space blank."

Printers:

Here is a friendly section of the audience who interviewed the debating team immediately after the rebuttal in order to gain more information about the subject in which they were deeply interested. Each member of this little group could only counsel to the speaking ability of the Bakersfield debaters.
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**THAT SEPARATE JUNIOR COLLEGE**

Eventually, Bakersfield will have a Junior College separated from the high school. Just think what a great addition of affluence to the community this will be! It is certain that when it does arrive, certain advantages will accrue to Bakersfield Junior College.

Loyalty to the junior college and support of its activities will be increased, for one thing. More mature standards of scholarship and conduct will be established, for another thing. Furthermore, with a separate institution, social events will be more in accord with college standards and everyone will have a better time.

We hope this thing will come about because other junior colleges-changing from high school auxiliaries to separate institutions have changed in the same manner.

Take a look at our desert trip, just completed. Last year and the year before, in spite of the presence of capable and willing leaders in the person of R. J. Trevill, the desert tours established themselves as a bunch of roughnecks with a penchant for tearing up mining towns and a desire for vengeance whenever they went. The case was probably that serious but those left behind got that impression on the return of the caravan.

This year, with high school boys excluded, the gang behaved like a party that knew how to behave on a camping trip. Those who had hooked up with any of the neighboring high school parties had been, a fairly orderly and enjoyable time. In what separation from the high school does for a junior college.

---

**Baseball and Track**

Baseball and track have started in the interests on April 20, and two baseball games have already been scheduled for the baseball team.

The net boxing has been started on the track here. Audion and students get up and down the line, with each team being of the same calibre. The first track meet is already scheduled for the middle of April.

The Junior has lots of other possible points, but the most likely is the basketball game. The basketball game is sure to be in the first two weeks of the season.

In the court room the current jury is only merely confounded by the terms "banter" and "the在游戏中的差不多". The newspaper plays on the exception-case for that.

**Highlights of Insanity Debate**

"A man who cannot tell right from wrong should not suffer from his act." This is the law heard of. The law heard of. The law heard of.

The obvious, unorthodox, violent defense of insanity heard of more than three times. The situation is such that the law heard of.

"It is not surprising that the idea which most of that race type of insanity is everywhere making justice a joke is principally a fiction of newspaper publishers. The newspapers play on the exception-case for that."

John Thayer, speaking for the affirmative from Bakersfield.

"There is no such thing as temporary insanity. That is merely a legal fiction. In California, the cause for insanity is permanent."

Robert N. Thayer, speaking for the affirmative from Bakersfield.

"In the real world, for every insanity there is a cause for insanity. The insane are not the victims of any of the things which are the victims of the insane."

John Thayer, speaking for the affirmative from Bakersfield.

"The argument should not be prohibited, because it is constitutional. American public opinion, as far as every insane, is prohibited."

John Thayer, speaking for the affirmative from Bakersfield.

"Now that we have proved our point, the decision of the statute should rest with the 'David'--John Midwell, speaking for the negative from Taft.

---

**And They What Do in the Desert**

**April 3, 1929**

**Oh, Girls, You Don't Really Think So, Now?**

By HELEN OLSON

Miss Olson had just come home and was blissfully silken as one with the beautiful teacher.

SLEIGHT OF HAND IN CONVERSATION of that old-time kind. Another year or two of the world and the commercial world will be over the heads of the teachers. Miss Olson has been a teacher for over twenty years and is not going to be displaced in the new era of teaching. Miss Olson and Mr. Johnson have worked out a system of teaching that has been in existence for over twenty years and is not going to be displaced in the new era of teaching.

Miss Olson is still teaching and Miss Olson is still teaching and Miss Olson is still teaching.

---

**They Wonder What They Do in the Desert**

By HELEN OLSON

Essentially, Bakerfield will have a Junior College separated from the high school. Just think what a great addition of affluence to the community this will be! It is certain that when it does arrive, certain advantages will accrue to Bakersfield Junior College.

Loyalty to the junior college and support of its activities will be increased, for one thing. More mature standards of scholarship and conduct will be established, for another thing. Furthermore, with a separate institution, social events will be more in accord with college standards and everyone will have a better time.

We hope this thing will come about because other junior colleges-changing from high school auxiliaries to separate institutions have changed in the same manner.

Take a look at our desert trip, just completed. Last year and the year before, in spite of the presence of capable and willing leaders in the person of R. J. Trevill, the desert tours established themselves as a bunch of roughnecks with a penchant for tearing up mining towns and a desire for vengeance whenever they went. The case was probably that serious but those left behind got that impression on the return of the caravan.

This year, with high school boys excluded, the gang behaved like a party that knew how to behave on a camping trip. Those who had hooked up with any of the neighboring high school parties had been, a fairly orderly and enjoyable time. In what separation from the high school does for a junior college.

---

**Baseball and Track**

Baseball and track have started in the interests in April 20, and two baseball games have already been scheduled for the baseball team.

The net boxing has been started on the track here. Audion and students get up and down the line, with each team being of the same calibre. The first track meet is already scheduled for the middle of April.

The Junior has lots of other possible points, but the most likely is the basketball game. The basketball game is sure to be in the first two weeks of the season.

In the court room the current jury is only merely confounded by the terms "banter" and "the在游戏中的差不多". The newspaper plays on the exception-case for that."

John Thayer, speaking for the affirmative from Bakersfield.

"There is no such thing as temporary insanity. That is merely a legal fiction. In California, the cause for insanity is permanent."

Robert N. Thayer, speaking for the affirmative from Bakersfield.

"In the real world, for every insanity there is a cause for insanity. The insane are not the victims of any of the things which are the victims of the insane."

John Thayer, speaking for the affirmative from Bakersfield.

"The argument should not be prohibited, because it is constitutional. American public opinion, as far as every insane, is prohibited."

John Thayer, speaking for the affirmative from Bakersfield.

"Now that we have proved our point, the decision of the statute should rest with the 'David'--John Midwell, speaking for the negative from Taft.
**GANG IS BACK FROM FINE TRIP DEATH VALLEY**

By BRUCE WILSON

What do these junior college boys do on their desert trip? The boys had some tire trouble on the desert trip.

Jack Teale started things by buying two flats at Red Rock. Then he began to happen to tires of other automobiles all along the line, and by the end of the second day, the Estes, among others, could be seen simultaneously, collectively, continuously repairing tires during the time they could spare from their radio.

Then there was this matter of broken springs. Besie, who was finally ditched in the desert at the end of the trip, built up valiantly until the bunch started traveling over some typical Nevada roads and then broke a front spring, found another spring in a desert camp store, and Smith's coop lasted until the bunch went over The Devil's Golf Course in the bottom of Death Valley. We went into the rough on the second hole, and came home riding a wooden block.

The others had their troubles, too. This is one of the most radiate. He finally fastened it on with baling wire. Then there was the rolling coconut, proceeding down the Death Valley like a rocking coach. It went as a good-speed-with-no-brakes, no revenge, no nothing. Cars with good brakes, if they were desired, could have burned the 60-mile tail wind and stopped in half a mile. Ray Courteen and the Rolling Coconut didn't stop old desert rats had a good time, though, in spite of the fact that Ford brake bands burned out with alarming frequency; and if you get them in the sweet spot, they can't get away. They will show you samples of the shining fool's gold crystals they picked up at Darwin, of the Cenotenic crystal, etc. All have some to large as baseballs, of the transparent Iceland spar crystals they found in Darwin, and the mineral of the C. E. T. K. which they saw at Bessey, if they took the trouble.

If you get Mr. Bacon in a genial mood, ask him how it feels to follow a mountain goat over some of the cliffs of Red Rock Canyon. Ask Bob Kinoshita how he likes changing tires at once, just when he felt he was as good as home with no tire trouble. Ask Mel Smith why riding over The Devil's Golf Course is better a quarter more than riding over the rougher spots in a railroad switch yard.

Corner Ray Courteen some time and find out why it is possible to learn wild burros, and the correct method of riding them after they have been caught. Ed Kuenen can tell you something about this, too.

If you can find someone willing to talk, find out how the Cartego soda pop is made and why it might mean "that" powerful "color" weighing about, especially when tourists are not used to it.

Ask anyone how they liked

**Two-Step Poetry**

**By HAROLD ESTEP**

**THE ELEMENTS**

If rain and rain — and sometimes pours

And at night the thunder roars.

We hear the wind upon black shores.

"It's winter — the winter

This world is ice and sleet and snow —

But — in distant regions far below

This spring — this spring—

Harold Estep.

**Desert Rat Breaks Out Here Socially**

A touching scene, ladies and gentleman, here we have a very celebrated desert veteran, Dub Graham, as he appeared for the Kappa Sigma Sigma party at the California Theater with Elitha Ross just before disappearing into Death Valley with 50 more junior college students for the benefit of Bakersfield society. Nellie's sorrowful look at Elitha's face as she keeps back with dilute tears which flow whenever she thinks of the hardships to which her Dub is exposed far out on the day, dry desert.

**Draw a Deep Breath Before You Read On**

Oh fellow seekers of knowledge, do you realize how fortunate we really are in having in our midst the august personage of one Clarence Fleharty? For months now we have hung breathlessly on to every word he utters, but at last he has poured forth a stream of words that will doubtless pass on through the ages.

Recently, upon closing his physiology book with a woebegone expression on his countenance, he was heard to say, "I have some strange ducks that sort of require ducking a deal, and I am trying to figure out how to drown them."

"Friends, is it any wonder that we should hesitate to part with such a person? Obviously, no, and the judges's decision should rest with the negative."

battling in an ice-cold waterfall which comes right out of the middle of the desert hills. Ask them boy if he does it for a thrill, or is it just a matter of being out of the rougher spots in a railroad switch yard.

Corner Ray Courteen some time and find out why it is possible to learn wild burros, and the correct method of riding them after they have been caught. Ed Kuenen can tell you something about this, too.

If you can find someone willing to talk, find out how the Cartego soda pop is made and why it might mean "that" powerful "color" weighing about, especially when tourists are not used to it.

Ask anyone how they liked

**Have You Heard These Breezes as They Blow?**

What care we if the merry month of March has ended? The March wind is a very practical every class is blessed with at least one gust, and we have a strong suspicion that some classes are terrifiedly windy! How about Elean, for example — with Lee Tallman as the sweet summer breeze and Bill Holsey as the dangerous draught?

Then in psychology, Johnny McDaniel himself selects the big holocaust blast, although every so often straws of John Thayer's voice can be heard floating through the atmosphere, usually in solemn quest of a good argument.

"Searching farther, if one listens closely in political science one can always hear Jim Vizard piping bits of petty politics.

However, all the verbal outbursts are too short to withstand the quiet of our class rooms. No, indeed. Almost any time of the day when the consolidated student body of K. C. C. C. C. would ask that anyone who happens to wander nonchalantly onto the campus could find John Stockton or Harold Anderson or Karl Richardson blowing off for the benefit of some rather willing victim.

We haven't been able to figure out how it happens that these girls friends of theirs are enrolling through the snow. Near to buildings, he did not know. Now he away, then onward stadgers. For the thoughts we do know, they seem to prop and push him onward Fighting blindly in the snow.

When the darkness as it's falling leaves the traveler plodding on. With a desperate lightening of the blow.

A LIFELONG DREAM

Far beyond the snow capped mountain Chain —

Out upon the clear blue sea, in the heaven that I yearn for:

This life is the life for me.

Though far away from home and dear ones,

Of all times I shall dream,

And when the ship plows steadily onward,

They will always be my theme.

Working,ounding, blindly onward,

Still at last there comes to light

Fears after the good old home port,

And the dear ones are in sight.

—Gerald Estep.

Mr. McDaniel: "Bill, you're the most valuable person in this class. The class of which means —"

Mr. Mac: "Well, you talk in your sleep any by doing so, keep the rest of the class awake."

Well, Well, Kinder! Did You Enjoy the Party, and the Show?

Well, those Krane Kapp's—Sah to the do, how you did that — DID go on that theater party and from all reports they absolutely did not rob the cradle by dragging the high school ladies.

The whole party of 22 at the California Theater on the evening of March 7 and listened to "The Ghost Talks."

After the theater they finished the evening at Jean's Tamale Cafe.

The personages who participated in the party were paired off from the Krane Kapp's.

Leslie Buckner, Virginia Miller; Gerald Recher, Neville Pyle; Bill Holsey, Elizabeth Allen; Lonon Smith, Jeannette Riggs; Jack Teale, Jean Harvey; Lonon Smith, Mary Katherine Sheaff; John Stockton, our own Wilbur Greenstreet; Wilber O'Gullon, Etha Ross; Richard Bruce, Audrey Gill; Orval James, Francis Holsey. Everybody at the party asked Baker preferred their own company.

Muriel "Shy! Why don't you ask someone where we are?"

Carl: "Well, use the use! Five minutes from now we won't be anywhere near here anyway!"